MuSIC is a project to provide the world's highest-intensity muon beam with continuous time structure at Research Center of Nuclear Physics (RCNP) of Osaka University, Japan. A pion capture system using a superconducting solenoid magnet and a part of superconducting muon transport solenoid channel have been build in 2010. The highest muon production efficiency was demonstrated by the beam test carried out in February 2011. The result concludes that the MuSIC can provide more than 10 9 muons/sec using a 400W proton beam. The pion capture system is one of very important technologies for future muon programs such as moon to electron conversion searches, neutrino factories, and a muon collider. The MuSIC built the first pion capture system and demonstrate its potential to provide an intense muon beam. The construction on the entire beam channel of the MuSIC will be finished in five years. We plan to carry out not only an experiment to search the lepton flavor violating process but also other experiments for muon science and their applications using the intense muon beam at RCNP. The design performance has been confirmed by results of muon yield estimations from several beam tests.
The MuSIC system
A high intense muon beam source, MuSIC, is now under construction at Research Center of Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Osaka University (Fig.1) . MuSIC consists of a proton beam line, a pion production target with a pion capture solenoid, curved muon transport solenoids and a muon storage ring. It can achieve muon intensity of 10 8 per second, using 392MeV and 1 micro A proton beam provided by the ring cyclotron, since the pion capture system improves the muon collection efficiency dramatically. Such a high intense muon beam will be used in various fields, for example, not only particle physics but also nuclear physics, chemistry, material science, accelerator or instruments R&D and so on. The pion capture solenoid system and transport solenoids with dipole field are most unique technologies in the MuSIC system. The pion and muon collection system is a key point for the highly efficient muon collection. In conventional muon facilities, there are strong limitation that proton beam loss at the pion production target must be small (~5%), because the neutron production target is located at downstream of the pion production target, so the thickness of the target must be enough thin, typical size is 2cm, and they cannot use magnetic field on the proton beam line, this limits solid angle of capture solenoid. On the other hand, in MuSIC, all protons from the ring cyclotron are used to produce pions and muons. The pion production target is very thick, 20cm long and 40mm in diameter, and it is located in a 3.5T solenoidal magnetic field. So, generated pions after proton injection into the target can be collected with a large solid angle and transported. In short, MuSIC can achieve a high muon collection efficiency with thick production target and large capture solid angle, and these techniques would be used in future experiments of particle physics which need a very intense muon beam. For example, charged lepton flavor violation searches, COMET at J-PARC and Mu2e at Fermilab, and accelerator projects such as neutrino factories, muon colliders, and so on.
Muon transport solenoids
The captured pions decay into muons during passing the curved transport solenoids, whose maximum field is 2.0T. In this, charged particles move helically, and the center of the helical orbit moves to a direction perpendicular to the plane of the torus of the curved solenoid. With an additional dipole field to the same direction of the drift, the center position of the helical orbit is restored. The magnitude of the dipole field By can be calculated by the following equation:
, where p and q refer the momentum and charge of the particle, is radius of the torus, and ! " is an angle of particle direction. Table, we can see that the muon collection efficiency (per beam power) of MuSIC is more than 1,000 times higher than that of the conventional facilities.
Currently, the muon transport solenoids are not completed, then the selection of muon charge or momentum is not enough, so beam is including lot of background particles (neutrons, pions, electrons, positrons, and so on) and it has wide spread of muon momentum. 
Beam tests at MuSIC
In 2009, we finished the construction of present equipment of MuSIC, and from 2010 to now, we have carried out five beam tests with low proton beam current less than ~500pA (because radiation shield were not enough). To estimate the number of positive and negative muons separately, we measured muon lifetime and muonic X-rays. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.3 . We used Cu and Mg metal as the muon-stopping target (Targ) and plastic scintillation counters as trigger counters (S1 and S2). Scintillators were read out by MPPCs (Multi-Pixel Photon Counter, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.), which are not affected by magnetic field. To measure muonic X-rays, we placed Ge detector (Ge) at the place beam does not hit and put shields to protect Ge from neutrons. 
Muonic X-rays measurement
When negative muon is captured into nuclear orbit and get down to the lower level, it emits characteristic X-rays, muonic X-rays, whose energy and intensity depends on the atomic number. Using energy spectrum (Fig.4 right) from data and Geant4 simulation, we estimated the negative muon yield. 
Comparison with simulation
The results of muon yield estimations are summarized in Table 2 . They showed good agreement with the simulation results, so we can conclude that MuSIC system works well as designed, in the point of number of muons. MuSIC is the high intense DC muon source in Japan, which provides very high muon collection efficiency, 10 8 muons per second, with 400W proton beam. To achieve this intensity, we adopted new techniques to set thick pion production target inside the solenoid. By muon measurements at MuSIC, we confirmed that the present system works well and obtained muon yields are consistent with designed values.
